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Drug discovery:
Chemoprevention of hepatitis C and B virus-induced hepatocellular carcinoma

Chemical perturbations in cell lines
Predict which drugs can reverse disease-associated circuits

Alternative treatments with less severe adverse effects

Experimental validation of drugs in rat models
⇒ Two novel compounds attenuate HCC development

⇒ Safe and low-cost approach for chemoprevention of HCC?

Drug discovery Drug validation



*AMARETTO source code, tools & notebooks

*AMARETTO is available via:
 Bioconductor: 

https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/AMARETTO.html

 GitHub
 Jupyter Notebook: 

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1JfnRoNgTVX_7VEGAAmjGjwP_yX2tdDxs

 GenePattern
 GenomeSpace
 GenePattern Notebook
 …

Automated reports with results:
 Html reports: tables, heatmaps, graphs
 Neo4j embedded Shiny reports: interactive 

querying of graphs and tables

Tools and resources: http://portals.broadinstitute.org/pochetlab/amaretto.html

https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/AMARETTO.html
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1JfnRoNgTVX_7VEGAAmjGjwP_yX2tdDxs
http://portals.broadinstitute.org/pochetlab/amaretto.html
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Use Cases: integrating multi-omics, clinical, imaging, and driver and drug 
perturbation data across model systems and patient studies of cancer



Use Cases: integrating multi-omics, clinical, imaging, and driver and drug 
perturbation data across model systems and patient studies of cancer

HTML Reports: http://portals.broadinstitute.org/pochetlab/demo/cAMARETTO_Liver_6DS/index.html
Jupyter Notebook: https://colab.research.google.com/drive/17GieTfYriTVlbKchl-OEb5nI_NA2vvjQ

1. A study of hepatitis C and B virus-induced hepatocellular carcinoma (LIHC) with driver and 
drug discovery for chemoprevention across pan-etiologies of hepatocellular carcinoma, 
experimentally validated in rat models

2. A study of glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) and low-grade glioma (LGG) with driver discovery 
for diagnostic and prognostic molecular subclasses associated with radiography and 
histopathology imaging-derived features for imaging diagnostics

3. A pan-cancer study across twelve cancer sites with driver discovery of pan-cancer drivers of 
smoking-induced and ‘antiviral’ interferon-modulated innate immune response cancer

3. A pan-cancer study of squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) across five SCC cancer sites, in 
particular, lung (LUSC), head and neck (HNSC), esophageal (ESCA), cervical (CESC) and bladder 
(BLCA)

http://portals.broadinstitute.org/pochetlab/demo/cAMARETTO_Liver_6DS/index.html
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/17GieTfYriTVlbKchl-OEb5nI_NA2vvjQ#scrollTo=uMfrol3e-0NU


Use Cases: integrating multi-omics, clinical, imaging, and driver and drug 
perturbation data across model systems and patient studies of cancer

1. A study of hepatitis C and B virus-induced hepatocellular carcinoma (LIHC) with driver and 
drug discovery for chemoprevention across pan-etiologies of hepatocellular carcinoma, 
experimentally validated in rat models

2. A study of glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) and low-grade glioma (LGG) with driver discovery 
for diagnostic and prognostic molecular subclasses associated with radiography and 
histopathology imaging-derived features for imaging diagnostics

3. A pan-cancer study across twelve cancer sites with driver discovery of pan-cancer drivers of 
smoking-induced and ‘antiviral’ interferon-modulated innate immune response cancer

3. A pan-cancer study of squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) across five SCC cancer sites, in 
particular, lung (LUSC), head and neck (HNSC), esophageal (ESCA), cervical (CESC) and bladder 
(BLCA)HTML Reports: http://portals.broadinstitute.org/pochetlab/demo/IcAMARETTO_Brain_3DS/index.html

Jupyter Notebook: https://colab.research.google.com/drive/14u1KZJ3Gf-9qjDycyBKzBiN5VzzOa2xU and 
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/11Q0GH6YHCoTZrDfHrUavixAi_f_qGBau
Neo4j Graph: https://pochetlab.shinyapps.io/AMARETTO-Hub_TCGA-GBM/

http://portals.broadinstitute.org/pochetlab/demo/IcAMARETTO_Brain_3DS/index.html
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/14u1KZJ3Gf-9qjDycyBKzBiN5VzzOa2xU
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/11Q0GH6YHCoTZrDfHrUavixAi_f_qGBau
https://pochetlab.shinyapps.io/AMARETTO-Hub_TCGA-GBM/
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1. A study of hepatitis C and B virus-induced hepatocellular carcinoma (LIHC) with driver and 
drug discovery for chemoprevention across pan-etiologies of hepatocellular carcinoma, 
experimentally validated in rat models

2. A study of glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) and low-grade glioma (LGG) with driver discovery 
for diagnostic and prognostic molecular subclasses associated with radiography and 
histopathology imaging-derived features for imaging diagnostics

3. A pan-cancer study across twelve cancer sites with driver discovery of pan-cancer drivers of 
smoking-induced and ‘antiviral’ interferon-modulated innate immune response cancer

3. A pan-cancer study of squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) across five SCC cancer sites, in 
particular, lung (LUSC), head and neck (HNSC), esophageal (ESCA), cervical (CESC) and bladder 
(BLCA)

Champion et al., EBioMedicine 2018
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Use Cases: integrating multi-omics, clinical, imaging, and driver and drug 
perturbation data across model systems and patient studies of cancer

HTML Reports: http://portals.broadinstitute.org/pochetlab/demo/cAMARETTO_PanCancer_5DS/index.html
Jupyter Notebook: https://colab.research.google.com/drive/17RwBxwWWnXJMRI_VZl-X-hztJTwvlFjl

http://portals.broadinstitute.org/pochetlab/demo/cAMARETTO_PanCancer_5DS/index.html
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/17RwBxwWWnXJMRI_VZl-X-hztJTwvlFjl
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NIH NCI CBIIT ITCR Cancer Data Science Pulse Blog

https://datascience.cancer.gov/news-events/blog/informatics-technology-cancer-research-program-drives-and-fosters-community-cancer

https://datascience.cancer.gov/news-events/blog/informatics-technology-cancer-research-program-drives-and-fosters-community-cancer
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